Abstract. Advanced technology in GPS and sensors enables us to track moving objects, such as human beings, animals, vehicles. These mobility data as historical activity data of moving objects, in some degree can reflect some internal and external features of moving objects, how to use the massive high-precision mobile data identify potential and meaningful pattern is the current hot spots and is also a serious problem. Patterns mining also have numerous applications in human mobility understanding, urban planning and ecological studies and a wide variety of other fields. In this paper, we provide a general perspective for studies on the issues of patterns mining by reviewing the methods and algorithms in detail and comparing the existing results on the same issues, providing a quick understanding of research to the worker.
Introduction
The increasing use of location-aware devices has led to an increasing availability of mobility data, such as trajectory data, traffic data, climate data. The availability of such data on devices will inevitably engender the study of patterns mining at an unprecedented scale both in terms of the areas covered by the moving objects and also the number of individuals involved in the study. How to mine patterns of moving objects efficiently, it is great help for studying moving objects. So far the typical trajectory pattern mining methods can be roughly divided into two categories: mining methods based on clustering and pattern mining method based on frequent sequence. Also, the study on mining patterns for moving objects has made some progress. In 2005, Maumoulis et al. [1] proposed substring tree to accelerate search for longer patterns. Next, an efficient graph-based mining (GBM) algorithm [2] was proposed. With the deepening of the research, tree-based interaction mining algorithms are designed to analyze the structures of the trees and to extract interaction flow patterns. Recently, Chih-Chieh et al. [3] proposed a new trajectory pattern mining framework, namely Clustering and Aggregating Clues of Trajectories.
Nowadays, we study a lot of categories of patterns that can be discovered from a single trajectory or a group of trajectories. The main patterns are periodic patterns, following patterns, frequent patterns. This paper will focus on the patterns mining based on moving objects. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on detail and results in mining various patterns. In addition, Section 3 will introduce the specific application in each field. In Section 4, we briefly conclude this paper.
Patterns Mining
In real life, the track of moving objects is known, but the potential activity regularity is unknown. However, these unknown activity patterns and activity rule for researchers are more important. With the aid of the means and methods of data mining, we will get the object's movement rule from trivial confused mobile object trajectory data. For the sake of analyzing the massive-scale moving object data flexible and scalable, a system, named MoveMine, is designed by Li et al. [4] , which can sophisticate moving object data mining by integrating several attractive functions including moving object pattern mining. In 2014, Wu et al. [5] propose MoveMine 2.0 by adding substantial new methods in mining dynamic relationship patterns. MoveMine 2.0 focuses on two types of pairwise relationship patterns that are attraction/avoidance relationship and following pattern.
Frequent Patterns Mining
Moving objects frequent patterns are the sequences that recur in the moving objects. Thus, depending on defined conditions, such as setting the transition time is not exactly the same, and sometimes choose a track sequence represents the frequent pattern mining results, and sometimes will select the other tracks sequence represents the frequent pattern mining results, but the results are mining all tracks sequence represents a trend in the behavior of the activities defined conditions. At present, the moving objects algorithm for mining frequent patterns has been perfect. improved the traditional frequent sequence mining method, and proposed mining a frequent sequence which configuration by the region of interest. Simultaneously, they proposed a new pattern, called a trajectory pattern (T-Patterns), represents a set of individual trajectories that share the property of visiting the same sequence of places with similar travel times.
In order to analyze and study the case of the most frequent path selection of the majority pedestrian, in 2013, Li et al. [6] studied the query problem of the most frequent path based on the time period. In order to avoid the path number of edges and the frequent path acting on mining results, they chose the sequence to describe the passing frequency, no count the passing frequency based on the scalar value function.
For the purpose of finding minimum representative pattern sets in an enormous number of the generated patterns. Liu et al. [7] proposed two algorithms, MinRPset and FlexRPset. In [8] , they introduced a Big Data approach for mining the invaluable trajectory knowledge from such data. Specifically, several key procedures are proposed: a RFID-Cuboid cleansing algorithm is presented for detecting and removing the noise data from the logistics dataset, a RFID-Cuboid compression algorithm is demonstrated for reducing the storage space and enhancing information granularity.
Periodic Patterns Mining
Frequent patterns mining is primarily used to detect frequent activities and the path that frequently accessed in moving objects. While the periodic patterns mining is focused on the feature to find the time characteristics of repetitive activities on the basis of the moving objects activities. Existing periodic patterns mining is mainly divided into full periodic patterns mining, partial periodic patterns mining, asynchronous periodic patterns mining, and association periodic mining. The approaches used in the existing periodic pattern mining algorithms, have several limitations. For instance, suffix tree based algorithm [9] , that is, if we use the suffix tree to generate patterns and detect periodicity, we will fail to generate some flexible and interesting patterns. Then, Manziba et al. [10] proposed new algorithm has overcome this limitation. Recently, there are many existing algorithms about periodic patterns mining. Full periodic patterns mining can be seen as a continuous process throughout the cycle, means that the sequence of each object, affects the cycle sequence. Owing to the inferior quality of mining patterns, Kim et al. [11] proposed hash filtering and quantity sampling techniques that significantly improve the performance of the naive extensions.
Partial periodic patterns mining compared with full periodic patterns mining, the main difference lies in the time series for each pattern or each item is periodic in the entire process behavior. Partial periodic patterns only concerned with period features of time series at some local points, but not all time points.
A periodic time series may be interrupted by noise data in time series. Faced with this problem, many scholars put forward the concept of asynchronous periodic patterns. These authors in [12] proposes an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model, noise can be tolerated in this model.
Currently the most common pattern is association periodic mining, which is used for mining internal relevance in periodic items and relevance of the time of occurrence.To address the problem of mining periodic behaviors for moving objects, these authors in [13] proposed a two-stage algorithm, Periodica.
Following Patterns Mining
Following patterns mining is widely used in discovering the objects with the same pattern or similar pattern and in the relationship of different objects. In 2005, Panos Kalnis et al. [14] put forward the concept of Moving Cluster and for the first time introduced the concept of density associative in the pattern mining.The restriction is a prototype area that the radius size is set artificially. If the radius is set over the General Assembly would reduce the efficiency of mining and digging out no realistic results, Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.123 (CST 2016) and set the radius is too small will cause the loss of the mining results due to moving objects and lead mining inaccurate results. In 2006, Wang et al. [15] proposed two mining algorithm: AGP and VG-growth and data compression algorithm based on these mining algorithms. Also, Mattias et al. [16] provided a formal description of the pattern 'leadership' and subsequently algorithms for its efficient detection. In 2010, Li et al. [17] proposed the concept of swarm similar and also put forward the corresponding mining algorithms S3, The Object GrowthMethod, to further improve the efficiency of mining algorithm of time.
To address the challenges in mining the following patterns, Li et al. [18] proposed a simple but practical method that requires only two intuitive parameters (dmax, lmax). They first transformed the problem into the well-known local sequence alignment (LSA) problem. Then, they used the Smith-Waterman algorithm for LSA to find intervals with most matching pairs. While the method has been focused on mining following patterns between two moving objects, would not be practical in real life.
Other Patterns Mining
Relationships between two moving objects based on their spatiotemporal interactions may be attraction or avoidance. To mining this pattern, Li et al. [19] proposed to use a popular non-parametric approach, permutation test, to performing hypothesis tests and constructing confidence intervals. Firstly, they computed the meeting frequency and significance value which represent the degree of the relationship. Then, the counting algorithm is proposed. Considering the calculation efficiency, they proposed two pruning techniques below that can greatly speed up this test. In the event group object, there is always an individual object is responsible for security of the entire population, forming the convoy pattern. These are many algorithms for mining convoy pattern, but do not scale to real-life dataset sizes. Therefore, Faisal et al. [20] used distributed algorithm to settle this problem. They analyzed different data partitioning strategies for mining convoy patterns in a distributed shared-nothing architecture based on these properties. Also the distributed algorithm for convoy pattern mining can be divided into three stages: partitioning, local convoy pattern mining and merging to produce the global result.
Existing algorithms about mining moving object clusters on the consecutiveness of timestamps may result in the loss of interesting patterns, or risks discovering noisy patterns. Li et al. [21] put forward a new type of pattern called the platoon pattern. Compared to an existing method for discovering moving object clusters, their algorithm won in running time. Unlike the globally consecutive timestamp constraint of the convoy pattern, a platoon only requires that the timestamps are locally consecutive. Also, the algorithm employs four types of pruning rules to discover the set of closed platoons.
Applications
Moving objects patterns mining have a range of real-world applications. Details as follows:  Daily Life：Owing to the pervasiveness of GPS-equipped mobile devices today, the locations of users such as people, vehicle can be easily located. By analyzing the trajectory data, we can observe some hot spots and discover the frequent patterns or periodic patterns. This information can be used to the APP of mobile phone for tourist attractions, navigation route recommendation or route design.  Criminal Case: We often encounter police manhunt on the road or track down criminals. Considering the number of tracking records, if know the following patterns of these moving objects, it would be extremely easily for people to inspect them.  Transportation: The identification of common routes among vehicles may lead to more effective traffic control and the early discovery of truck patterns may assist traffic planning to avoid congestion.  Monitoring Animal Behavior：By placing wireless sensor devices on animals to study the activity characteristics, animal research institutions obtain activity rule and make good use of traits. Such as before the earthquake, there will be some abnormal animal behavior activity. By analyzing the behavior can be early warning in order to reduce losses. Also, animal scientists study which individual animal leads the group when animals move in order to determine the social hierarchy. In the future, the application could be extended to other fields, such as privacy and security, industrial production, environmental and meteorological monitoring.
Conclusions
With the increasing usage of electronic devices, a large amount of spatial-temporal data has been collected in databases. As a result, mining implicit and useful patterns has attracted increasing attention recently and fostered a diversity of applications. In this paper, we review the field of patterns mining for moving objects concerned with different stages of algorithms and methods. It further surveys the applications that are based on patterns mining in some fields. Our paper doesn't presented an in depth analysis of all algorithms which made significant contribution to mining patterns. Also these are more patterns need to be mined. With the growing size of the datasets, development of incremental and distributed patterns mining algorithms has become a necessity.
